530.143F Diagram for Deceased or Incapacitated Participants
Contracts with an individual (SSN) or general partnership paying against SSN, where individual or member has died, disappeared, or become incapacitated.

Unpaid conservation activity(s) completed prior to death.

If participant, or valid POA,
signed CPA-1245 prior to
death/incapacitation,
request a deceased
participant override/waiver
to proceed with payment
approval.

If a transfer to estate or authorized
representative is not feasible (became
ineligible in FSA system or can’t update
in timely manner) or not desired, a
special payment will be necessary
outside of Protracts. Alternatively, if
payment to deceased SSN is allowed,
payment could be completed with
supporting documentation and a
deceased participant override/waiver.

If participant did not sign CPA-1245
prior to death/incapacitation,
determine who is authorized to receive
and sign for the payment.
Note: Reject any CPA-1245 signed by a
POA after death/incapacitation.

Authorized representative
executes Form NRCS-CPA-125,
“Application for Payment to
Deceased or Incapacitated
Participant,” to facilitate
payment.*

Transfer the contract or
process payments for
activity(s) completed prior to
death to the estate or
authorized representative.

No pending payments and there are remaining items in the contract.

Upon notification of participant’s death/incapacitation,
communicate with authorized representative to determine how
to proceed, acquiring documentation to verify authority. *

Cancel contract if
requested by authorized
representative or eligible
successor is not
identified.

If incomplete items
remain in the contract,
an eligible contract
successor can be
identified by the estate
or authorized
representative.

*When is OGC concurrence needed?
NRCS should consult OGC about who can act on behalf of the participant when the agency cannot clearly identify who
may act on behalf of the original participant using a will, court-appointed representative, or 7 CFR Section 707.3,
"Death," to document the acceptable order of precedence.

The estate or authorized representative
identifies an eligible contract successor.

Contract is transferred to eligible
successor prior to any work on
planned items in the contract.
Deceased participant
override/waiver may be needed to
allow estate/authorized
representative to sign as
transferor.

Once transferred, contract
administration continues
following standard procedures.

Note: Refer to Part 530.143L, “Table for Deceased or Incapacitated Participants,” for when an estate or authorized
representative completed a practice that was started by the deceased participant in the same fiscal year in which the
participant died or became incapacitated.
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530.143F Diagram for Deceased or Incapacitated Participants
Contracts with an entity (EIN) where a payment share member has died, disappeared, or become incapacitated.

Upon notification of entity member’s death/incapacitation, communicate with entity and provide notice of requirement to update entity records.

Entity completed unpaid CINs in the same
fiscal year, or fiscal year before the member
died.

Verify the entity and the deceased or incapacitated
member was eligible for payment in the fiscal year the
entity earned the payment.

Entity completed unpaid CINs in the
fiscal year after the member died.
Payments are blocked until the
entity updates its records to
remove payment shares for the
deceased member.

f

No pending payments, and there
are remaining items in the
contract.

FSA updates entity records in the
business file.

Make payment or request an override to proceed
with payment approval if FSA flagged the entity due to
the deceased member.

NHQ reviews submitted documentation
and creates override in Fund Manager if
necessary.
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States complete the payment
process while deceased
participant override is active in
Fund Manager.

Complete payment
process following
standard procedures
for future payments.
Field office may need
to update eligibility in
ProTracts to read new
member structure.
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